reading! A

thank you for

Meet the authors!

PATRONS! feel free to:

- put down books you don't like!
- if you don't enjoy a book, we can help you find one you will!

Approach us kindly when you have an issue!

ANGER AND FRUSTRATION ARE NORMAL AND UNDERSTANDABLE EMOTIONS. PLEASE DON'T TAKE THEM OUT ON US!

not reseal your book

we appreciate the help! however, many books sadly get lost this way.

Book shelf at the popular kids section

Not comment on our appearance!

you're looking mighty fine...

Let's do our best to ensure the comfort of librarians and patrons alike!

Laughter is the best medicine!

LIBRARIANS! feel free to:

- ask for backup!
- interactions with aggressive patrons are difficult! you don't have to do it alone!

Thank you for supporting your local library! it means the world to us!

Thank you!